SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS FOR MONDAY 16 NOVEMBER 1998
9.30 a.m.  STD - Meeting with the State Statistical Bureau of China
           New Building
           Room N° 9

10.00 a.m. CCNM - Symposium: Study aspects of the East Asian Crisis
           New Building
           Room N° 1

3.00 p.m.  

9.30 a.m.  COMMITTEE FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL
           POLICY - WORKING PARTY ON BIOTECHNOLOGY:
           AD HOC TASK FORCE ON HUMAN-HEALTH-RELATED
           BIOTECHNOLOGIES
           94, rue Chardon
           Lagache
           75116 Paris

2.30 p.m.

10.00 a.m. COMMITTEE FOR AGRICULTURE - 11th Session of the
           Group on Meat and Dairy Products of the Working Party on
           Agricultural Policies and Markets of the Committee for
           Agriculture
           New Building
           Room N° 3

3.00 p.m.  

9.30 a.m.  ENVIRONMENT POLICY COMMITTEE (EPOC) - Pollution
           Prevention and Control Group (PPCG)
           New Building
           Room N° 2

2.30 p.m.  

9.30 a.m.  Trade Committee - Export Credits: Working Party on Export
           Credits and Credit Guarantees and the Participants to the
           Arrangement on Guidelines for Officially Supported Export
           Credits
           Château
           Room C

3.00 p.m.  

9.30 a.m.  NEA - COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR REGULATORY
           ACTIVITIES - Joint IAEA/NEA Technical Committee
           Meeting
           12, boulevard des Iles
           92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux

2.00 p.m.  

2